What is the One Project about?

The One Project is born of two loves.

A love of the Seventh-day Adventist Church community and a love of Jesus Christ, her Lord.

So the mission of the One Project is to celebrate the supremacy of Jesus in the Seventh-day Adventist Church. We seek to do this by stimulating the preaching, worship, and adoration of Jesus within and through the Adventist church. We want to see people talking about Jesus, taking His claims seriously, grasping His love fully, rejoicing in His truth, reordering their lives and their ministries around this man from Nazareth.

We are committed to the idea that a Jesus-driven, Jesus-bathed, Jesus-backed, Jesus-led, Jesus-filled, Jesus-powered, all-about-Jesus Adventist Church is the uncompromising directive from our past, the joy of our present, and hope for our future. We claim the primal Adventist Impulse: a longing to be with Jesus.

Are you in?

the One Project in Newcastle, Australia

July 20-21, 2013 in Newcastle, NSW, Australia. Register!

The schedule for the gathering is here.

You may information about the hotel options here, and sign up for a Conversation session here.

The gathering will be held in the main ballroom of Newcastle city Hall. Located in the heart of the Cultural Precinct, this venue is close to public transport, accommodation, the CBD, and parking. Within walking distance there are dozens of fantastic cafes and restaurant, as well as Civic Park, the Newcastle Art Gallery, Newcastle
City Library, and Watt Space. This is an outstanding location -- come, and have an outstanding experience!

**the One Project at Newbold, England**

November 1-3, 2013 at Newbold College, England. [Register!](http://theoneproject.cmail2.com/t/ViewEmail/r/3BCF899EC6C4FE64/C6A7D8F1CD14787140EE66FE10287772)

One weekend with One focus: "Just Jesus." Speakers include Laurence Turner, Sam Leonor, Bjorn Otteson, Sam Turner, Alex Bryan, and Karin Wieczorek.

Check out the latest schedule (with the full list of presenters) [here](#).

**the One Project in Mjøndalen, Norway**

April 5-6, 2013 in Mjøndalen, Norway.

Note: This gathering will be held in Norwegian with limited headsets for international guests requiring translation into English.

We encourage you to check out the **schedule**, the **Frequently Asked Questions**, and **register**.

**the One Project in Seattle, USA**

February 10-11, 2014, in Seattle, Washington, USA.

The One Project is returning to the Emerald City in 2014. [Registration](#) is now open and is already filling up!

Join us. Add your voice to this important conversation. Spend two days with like-minded believers celebrating the supremacy of Jesus in the theme of "Present Truth."

**Donors Needed**

We're asking for your help.

We are seeking for donors to support us in our mission. We want to develop "Jesus. All." resources and bring the One Project to more people. **Will you help us?**
Click [here](#) for more information about options for donating to the One Project.

One of the projects we're currently working on (and need funding for) is our iPhone app. We are currently at stage 1 of 6 in our iPhone app development process. As funding comes in we hope to continue building on this app and make it a free valuable resource. Check out what we've got so far [here](#).

**Follow us on Twitter**

Join the "Jesus. All." conversation on Twitter---celebrating Jesus in 140 characters or less ;)

[@the1Project](#)

**Bloggers Wanted!**

Do you have a blog? Does your church have one?

We think there are a lot of "Jesus. All." people in the blogosphere and we want to be connected! If you have a blog of your own (or one to suggest), please drop a line to Kessia Reyne Bennett and let her know.

**Chicago Gathering: Two Days of Blessing**

Our prayers were answered: the Chicago gathering was indeed a place of encouragement, uplifting messages, deep spiritual challenge, and strengthened community.

Enjoy [this two-minute piece](#) by the NAD NewsPoints team covering Chicago.

**Listen to the words of those who attended:**

- "When asked how the One Project was, the only response I could give was "life-changing". Being immersed in the Adventist bubble my entire life, this is the first time that I could ever describe a single event as having such an impact on me, specifically an impact for Jesus." **Lindsay Dever**

- "It meant that nothing; no politics, no members, or even astray leadership could end this Advent movement. Jesus is the center, He holds us up. Our lives don't define or refine Him, but He defines and refines our very purpose, both as a church and the individual." **Josh Hester**
"Being here really renewed and deepened my love for Jesus. Being with Him and friends from across time and space truly felt like a piece of heaven. We laughed, cried, prayed, and cheered together. I didn't want it to end." **Raewyn Hankins**

- You can read more responses to the Chicago gathering [here](http://theoneproject.cmail2.com/t/ViewEmail/r/3BCF899EC6C4FE64/C6A7D8F1CD14787140EE66FE10287772).

If you want to publicly share about your experience at the Chicago gathering, [email us](http://theoneproject.cmail2.com/t/ViewEmail/r/3BCF899EC6C4FE64/C6A7D8F1CD14787140EE66FE10287772).